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Executive Overview 

The smart grid is a complex system of systems which requires multiple layers of security controls to protect its mission of 

reliable energy distribution. These security controls are very diverse, ranging from physical fences and security cameras to 

encryption algorithms and digital certificates. Adding to this complexity is the fact that the smart grid will be comprised of 

both old and new technologies, so determining the specific security controls required—and where to place those security 

controls—is a challenging task. Further complicating the security landscape is the changing nature of information flow 

throughout a smart grid network and new uses for that information. 

This paper uses a specific control command—the remote service disconnect command—as an example of how to define 

security controls to protect critical operations.  

While this paper does not expand into other command and control areas of the smart grid; the security principle is the 

same. When acting on a control command, the control system must know that the command was transmitted from an 

authorized and authenticated source. 
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Defining Smart Grid Security Controls 

When discussing the smart grid and security, it is important to first determine what needs to be secured and why protection 

is so important. Today’s electricity grid is comprised of many different technologies and components, and electric utilities 

have developed a variety of business practices around these technologies to assure the reliable delivery of electricity. 

Today’s utility business model can be characterized as a one- way flow of energy and information: energy flow to the 

consumer and usage information flows back to the utility. 

The “smart” in smart grid brings in automated systems, new technologies, new business processes and new information 

analytics. New technologies are being introduced such as solid state transformers, smart meters, electric vehicles and 

distributed generation that introduce new partnerships to the business model. In addition, utilities are looking at integrated 

real-time monitoring and management of distribution automation (DA) systems, reclosers and substations.  

With the smart grid, tomorrow’s electric utility business model can be characterized as a two-way flow of energy: utility to 

consumer and (as an energy generator) consumer to utility. Information flow will also be two-way: usage information to the 

utility and usage information back to the consumer, along with providing visibility to residential load requirements in real 

time. In addition consumers are allowing third parties to analyze the consumers’ energy usage and recommending 

consumption management strategies. 

The two-way flow of energy and information also introduces a need for interoperability among disparate systems along the 

entire value chain. Though in silos today, new demands will be imposed on these systems from previously overlooked 

sources. As the power grid becomes smarter, the primary goal remains the same as before: providing safe and reliable 

distribution of electricity to the customer. 

The nature of the technology that will be implemented (generation, transmission and delivery to distributed generation) to 

realizing real time management of the grid and bidirectional communication between the consumer and the utility all 

warrant the implementation of capable, robust security measures. 

 

Identifying the Security Goal 

Keeping the lights on in an interconnected system introduces a security challenge. In many cases, security is implemented 

through physical devices (such as locks, doors and guards) or software components, (such as passwords and encryption 

algorithms).  

When applying these security devices and components, it is easy to overlook the fact that the smart grid is a multi-layer 

system—a system of systems, made up of physical and information technology assets deployed across vast geographic 

domains whose primary mission is to deliver safe and reliable electricity to the customer. It is the “safe and reliable” 

mission of the smart grid that places smart grid security in a class all its own. 
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Creating Security Goals 

Security professionals define the goals of any physical or information security program as confidentiality, integrity and 

availability (CIA).  

Confidentiality controls prevent the unauthorized disclosure of information. Integrity controls ensure that the information 

was not modified by an unauthorized source. Availability controls ensure that the services and information are available 

when a user or system requires them.  

While integrity and confidentiality are important and play key roles in assuring the grid is available, the primary smart grid 

security goal is high availability. It is continuous, non-interrupted system availability—coupled with two-way information 

flow—that drives the discussion of multi-layer security controls for the smart grid.  

The two-way information flow can be divided into two basic categories:  

1) commands that instruct a device to take an action, and  

2) the data response resulting from that action—for example, executing a command to read the usage information from the 

smart meter, with the resulting usage information flowing back to the utility. An additional example is a command to a DA 

device, and the status return indicating the action was taken successfully. 

Applying Security Goals to a Deployment  

When applying security to the mission of reliable energy distribution, it becomes apparent that the critical security controls 

should focus on protecting executable commands between a source (such as the OpenWay
®
 Collection Engine) and the 

device (such as the OpenWay CENTRON
®
 meter) that can disrupt or interrupt customer service. The device receiving a 

command must recognize that the command originated from an authorized and authenticated source. The issuer of the 

command must know that the status returned was received from the intended device and was not manipulated to show an 

incorrect response.  

Protecting these critical commands requires a multi-layer approach, combining applications security, network security, and 

classic layered security implementations. 

 

Creating a Layered Security Infrastructure 

Many scholarly articles and white papers were published over the past few years about building a layered security 

infrastructure. The design is typically represented by a series of concentric circles or zones, with each zone having 

separate security controls—for example, using firewalls to separate the data center from the internet, using HTTPS for 

secure web browsing, creating a demilitarized zone (DMZ), and deploying intrusion protection devices. 

 The concept of defense-in-depth applies to the smart grid as well. The home area network (HAN), smart meter neighbor 

area network (NAN), electric vehicle charging stations, DA devices, backhaul wide area network and utility data center are 
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all different zones with their own specific IT and physical security controls. The importance of layered security is amplified 

when considering the system of systems that is evolving to become the smart grid. 

It is here where application security comes into play. Application security in this context is not the security of that actual 

application (which is also important), but the security controls applied to the application protocols that issue the command.  

For example, consider the ANSI C12.22 protocol used by smart meters for communications register data. Providing 

security controls at the C12.22 application protocol level ensures that the C12.22 device only acts on control commands 

sent by an authorized and authenticated control application. Encrypting these control commands prevents eavesdroppers 

from identifying the actual command. Digitally signing these commands ensures that the command was sent from an 

authenticated and authorized source.  

 

Application Protocol Security Controls 

When considering the mission of reliable access to electricity, one command that must be protected is the service 

disconnect command. The service disconnect and reconnect is carried out through the remote exercise of the meter 

service switch. A digitally-signed, encrypted disconnect command sent from an authorized utility head-end system through 

the network and into the smart meter processor is a critical security control that prevents unauthorized removal of service.  

Application security controls can also used to authenticate the control device, in this example the meter, to the head end 

application.  The control application needs assurance that only authorized devices are registered to receive commands. 

Security controls provided by the application are one layer in providing security protection over a set of interconnected 

systems. The evolving smart grid will have multiple application protocols running over a combined utility network 

infrastructure, and not all of those applications will have application security services. As a result, securing the network 

becomes critical for accessing the network and protection of the command and information flows running over the network.  

 

Implementing Security Goals in the Smart Grid Network 

The network (such as a Cisco secure IP infrastructure) can provide security controls for a variety of smart grid application 

traffic—such as data and commands—that do not incorporate application protocol security. The network can provide 

network access control for authorized devices, and payload protection for older SCADA protocols. Protocols with 

application layer security controls incorporated in the smart grid network can add another level of control by hiding the 

network addresses, authenticating the devices and interfaces allowed to use the network, monitoring traffic flows, and 

providing class-of-service metrics for priority traffic. Keeping unauthorized devices and users off the smart grid network is a 

security control that is critical to the safe and reliable distribution of electricity. 

The security domains of confidentiality and integrity are also important ingredients to consider in any smart grid security 

program. If the network layer is providing confidentiality services (such as data encryption), duplicating the same service in 

the application layer is not required. 
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However, network encryption ends at the edge of the network. Adding encryption at the application security layer provides 

confidentiality from the control server to the end device processor. Only the application layer can offer authorized and 

authenticated command protection and encryption, from the originating server to the endpoint receiving the command, 

which is the essence of end-to-end application security. 

 

Summary 

Distributing safe, efficient, and reliable electricity is the mission of the smart grid and security must support that mission by 

preventing service disruptions. These security controls range from (and are inclusive of) defense-in-depth, network security, 

application security and physical security. These concepts apply to the entire smart grid and to the grid’s individual parts. 

One way to consider what security controls are mandatory and where the security controls are to be deployed is to 

evaluate the command and information flows for the affected devices and systems. The security controls to read usage 

data from a meter could be completely different from the security controls required for operating a recloser. The security 

controls for a multi service, utility-wide shared infrastructure will be different from the security controls required for siloed 

network infrastructures. Having the flexibility to implement security layer by layer, from the network connection all the way 

to the application protocol, allows the security planner maximum control and flexibility to assure the safe and reliable 

distribution of energy. 
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